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1
Nonlinear Grassmann Sigma rnodel
. $M(m, \gamma\iota, \mathrm{c})$ $rn\cross n$ , $I$ $0$ $n\cross \mathit{7}l_{\mathrm{r}}$
, , 1’ $0’$ $(N-\uparrow l)\cross(N-n)$ , .
$\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{N}}$
$n$ $G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$ . $G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$
$n$ $V$ $\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{N}}$ $V$ $P_{1/^{r}}$
, .
$G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})=\{P\in\Lambda f(N, N;\mathrm{c})|P2=P, P^{\uparrow}=P, \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}P=n\}$. (1.1)
, ,
$G_{n.N}(\mathrm{C})$ $=$ $\{U\cdot U^{\uparrow}|U\in U(N)\}$ $(].2)$
$\cong$ $\frac{U(N)}{U(n)\cross U(N-\gamma\iota)}$ (1.3)
. . $\in G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$
$Z\in M(N-n, n_{\backslash }, \mathrm{c})$ ,
$P_{0}(z)=$ (14)
. , $n$ $[]$ .
$P=UU^{\uparrow}\in G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$ $P$ $P(Z)=UP_{0}(Z)U^{\uparrow}$
.
2 Nonlinear Grassmann Sigma model
Nonlinear Grassmann Sigma rnodel , . $-vI^{1+m}$
$1+m$ $x=$ $(x0, \ldots , \backslash x_{?n})\in$
$\mathit{1}\mathcal{V}I^{1+m}$ , $x^{\mu}x_{\mu}=(X_{0}\dot{)}^{2}-(x_{1})^{2}-\cdots-(x_{m})^{2}$ . Nonlinear Grassmann
Sigma model ;
$A(P) \equiv\frac{1}{2}\int d^{1+\mu}m_{X\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{r}\partial P\partial\mu P$ (2.1)
$P:M^{1+m}arrow G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C}.)$ , $\partial_{\mu}=\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{\mu}}$ .
. ,
( )
$0=[P, \partial_{\mu}\partial\mu P]=[P, \square P]$ $(2.2)\backslash$
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$\partial^{l^{l}}[\partial_{\mu}P, P]=[\coprod P, P]=0$ .
\S 1 $Z$ .








. , $\mathrm{C}P^{\mathrm{A}}’\backslash r$ $\mathrm{u}=(\prime u_{1}, \ldots, u_{N})^{t}\in$
$\mathrm{C}^{N}arrow[]\in \mathrm{C}P^{N}$ ,
$A( \mathrm{u})=\int d^{1+m_{X}}\frac{(]+\mathrm{u}^{\uparrow}\mathrm{u})\partial^{\mu}\mathrm{u}\partial_{l^{4}}\dagger-\partial^{\mu}\mathrm{u},.\mathrm{u}\mathrm{u}\dagger_{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{u}\partial_{J}}\dagger}{(1+\mathrm{u}\uparrow \mathrm{u})^{2}}$ . (2.6)
$(1+\mathrm{u}^{\uparrow}\mathrm{u})\partial\mu\partial_{\mu}\mathrm{u}-\underline{9}\mathrm{u}\partial_{\mu}\dagger \mathrm{u}\partial^{\mu}\mathrm{u}=0$ . (2.7)
$\frac{1}{(1+\mathrm{u}\dagger \mathrm{u}\mathrm{I}^{2}}$
(2.8)
. $J_{\mu}=\partial_{\mu}\mathrm{u}\uparrow \mathrm{u}-\mathrm{u}^{\uparrow}\partial \mathrm{u}\mu$ .
3 Submodel
submodel ,
. $P\in G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$ $n$ $V\subset \mathrm{C}^{N}$ .
$V\otimes^{-}V\subset \mathrm{C}^{\Lambda^{r}}\otimes \mathrm{C}^{N}$ $P\otimes P$ $G_{n^{2},N^{2}}(\mathrm{C})$
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( $P-*P\otimes P$ Segre ). $P\otimes P$ $c_{\tau 2}n,N^{\mathit{2}}$ (C)-rnodel
,
$[P\otimes P, \square (P\otimes P)]=0$ (3.1)
. (3.1) ,
[P. $\square P$ ], $\otimes P+P\otimes[P, \square P]+[F^{)}, \partial_{l}{}_{\iota}P]\otimes\partial^{\mu}P+\partial^{\mu}P\bigotimes_{-}[P, \partial_{\mu}P]=0$ (3.2)
. , $P$
[ $P$, $P$ ] $=0$ , (3.3)
$[P.\partial_{\mu}P]\text{ }\otimes\partial^{\mu}P+\partial^{\mu}P\otimes^{-}[P, \partial_{\mu}P]=0$ (3.4)
(3.1) .
((3.3) and $(3.4)\Leftrightarrow(3.1)$).
3.1. (3.3), $(\mathit{3}.\text{ _{}f})$ $P$ Nonlinear Grass $rna\uparrow\overline{\iota}n$ Sigma model
submodel . (63.3), $(\mathit{3}.\text{ _{}f}.)$ submodel .
submodel (3.3) , { $G_{n,N}(\mathrm{c})-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$
} $C$ { $G_{n},\text{ }$ $(\mathrm{C})$-model } . submodel
. submodel $P$ (3.1) , $=$
[\otimes P, $\otimes P$ ] $=\mathit{0}$ $(3.\acute{0})$
$=2$ . $P$ $\mathrm{k}$
$G_{n^{k},N^{k}}(\mathrm{C})- \mathrm{m}o\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$ . . $\otimes^{\wedge}Pk$ $G_{r\iota^{k},N^{k}}(\mathrm{C})$-model
.
3.2. submodel ;
$[\partial_{\mu}\otimes Pk, \otimes P]k$ . (foranyk) (3.6)
$k$ .
submodel . $G_{n,N}(\mathrm{C})$ $Z$ (3.3),
(3.4) ;
$\partial^{\prime\mu}’\partial Z\mu=0$ and $\partial^{\prime\mu}Z\otimes\partial_{\mu}Z=0$ (3.7)
$Z=(z_{ij})\in M(N-n, n_{\backslash }, \mathrm{c})$ , (3.7)
$\partial^{\mu}\partial_{\mu}z_{ij}=0$ and $\partial^{\mu}zij\partial\mu zkl=0$ $(1 \leq i, k\leq N-n, 1\leq j, l\leq n)$ (3.8)
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. $\mathrm{C}P^{1}$ -submodel
$\partial^{\mu}\partial_{\mu}u=0$ and $\partial^{\mu}u\partial_{\mu}u=0$ (3.9)
. submodel Alvarez, Ferreira, Guillen $\mathrm{C}P^{1}-$
submodel – . $\mathrm{C}P^{1}$-submodel (3.9)
, $[2],[.3],[l]’.[\mathrm{s}],[9]$ .
4 $\mathrm{C}P^{N}$-submodel
, $\mathrm{C}P^{N}$-submodel , \S 3
(
). $\mathrm{C}P^{N}$
\S 3 $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ $\mathrm{u}=$ $(|x_{1}, . :. , u_{N}.)^{t}$ . subrnodel
$\partial^{\mu}\partial_{\mu}\prime u_{i}=\mathit{0}$ and $\partial^{\mu},u_{i}\partial_{\mu}u_{j}=\mathit{0}$ $(1 \leq i,j\leq \mathrm{N})$ (4.1)
. (3.6) , $\otimes kP\in \mathrm{c}P^{(N)^{k}-1}+1$
. $P$ $[]$ , $\otimes kP$ $\mathrm{C}^{(N+1}$ ) $k$ 1
($\S k[]$ , $\mathrm{c}P^{(+1)-}Nk1$ $\mathrm{U}_{k}$ $\mathrm{U}_{k}=$
$(u_{1}, \ldots u_{1}, u_{2}, \ldots, u_{N,\text{ }}. , u_{1}^{k_{1}}\cdots u_{N}^{k}\mathrm{A}^{\tau}, \ldots)$
$\otimes P\underline{k}$ .
$u_{1}^{k_{1}}\cdots u_{N}^{k_{N}}$ $k!/\{(k-k_{1}-\cdot\cdot\cdot-k_{N})!k_{1N} ! \cdots \text{ }!\}$ $((1+u_{1}+$
. . . $+\cdot u_{N})^{k}$ ). $\text{ }$ (2.8) $\mathrm{u}$ $\mathrm{U}_{k}$
.
4.1. $\mathrm{u}^{\mathrm{P}}=\mathrm{u}^{(p_{1}\ldots.,p_{N}}$ ) $=u_{1}^{p_{1}\ldots p_{N\mathrm{Q}}}u\overline{\mathrm{u}}N’=\overline{\mathrm{u}}^{(q_{1)}q_{N}}’\ldots$ ) $=$
$\overline{u}_{1}^{q_{1}}\cdot$ . , $|\mathrm{P}|=p_{1}+\cdots+p_{N},$ $|\mathrm{Q}|=q_{1}+\cdots+q_{N}$ , ($\mathit{3}.(_{J}^{\urcorner})$
;
$J_{(\mathrm{P},\mathrm{Q})}^{k}=; \mu\frac{k(\partial_{\mu}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{u}-\uparrow \mathrm{u}\dagger\partial_{\mu}\mathrm{u})\mathrm{u}\mathrm{P}\overline{\mathrm{u}}^{\mathrm{Q}}+(1+\mathrm{u}^{\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{u})}\mathrm{p}}(\partial \mathrm{u}\overline{\mathrm{u}}^{\mathrm{Q}}-\mu \mathrm{u}^{\mathrm{p}}\partial\mu\overline{\mathrm{u}}^{\mathrm{Q}})}{(1+\mathrm{u}\dagger \mathrm{u})^{k1}+}$
$(/_{-}\iota.2)$






$J_{()^{)}}^{(m-} \mathrm{K},\mathrm{L}p.\cdot\mu=\sum_{p0\leq|\mathrm{Q}|\leq}\ldots\frac{p!}{(\mathit{1}^{J}-q1-q_{N})!q1!\cdots q\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}^{\tau}!}J_{(+\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{L}}^{\gamma}\rho \mathrm{t}\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{K},+);’$
”
$(0\leq p\leq m)$ (4.3)





, $\mathrm{C}P^{\mathit{4}^{\backslash }\mathit{1}}-$ 1
. $\emptyset-=\sum fi$ ( $\mathrm{u},\overline{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{I}^{d}u_{i}+g_{i}(\mathrm{u},\overline{\mathrm{u}})d\cdot\overline{\mathcal{U}}_{i}$ $\mathrm{C}^{N}$ 1 , $\mathrm{u}:M^{(1+}’ n$) $arrow$
$\mathrm{C}^{N}\subset \mathrm{C}P^{N}$ submodel . $\phi$ $\mathrm{u}$ $M^{1+m}$ 1 $\mathrm{u}^{*}\phi=$
$\sum f_{i}(\mathrm{u}(.X),\overline{\mathrm{u}}(x.))\overline{\partial}_{\mu}ui+g_{i}(\mathrm{u}(X.\mathrm{I},\overline{\mathrm{t}1}(x))\partial_{\mu}\overline{u}_{i}$ $\partial^{\mu}$ $0$ (4.1)
;
4.3. $\mathrm{u}$ su\’omodel , $\mathrm{C}^{N}$ 1 $\phi=\sum f_{i}du_{i}+\mathrm{g}’ d\overline{u}_{i}$
,
$\frac{\partial f_{i}}{\partial\overline{?x}_{j}}+\frac{\partial g_{j}}{\partial_{U_{i}}},.=0$ $(0\leq i,j\leq N)$ . $(4.4)\backslash$
, $\mathrm{u}^{*}\mathrm{c}\acute{p}=\sum f_{i}\partial_{\mu}u_{i}+g_{\mathrm{i}}\partial_{\mu}\overline{u}_{i}$ , (global
)
$\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}]\mathrm{e}.1:f_{i},$
$g_{\dot{\prime}}$. $\mathrm{C}^{N}$ , (4.4)
.
example.2: $F(\mathrm{u},\overline{\mathrm{u}})$ $\mathrm{C}^{N}$ $C^{2}$ , $f_{i}=\partial F/\partial u_{i},$ $\mathit{9}:=-c^{-}‘ lF/\overline{\partial}\overline{u}_{i}$
, (4.4) . (3.6)
.
example 3: $\mathrm{C}P^{1}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}1$ . $\mathrm{C}$ 1 $\acute{\varphi}=fdu+\mathit{9}d\overline{u}$
(4.4) $\partial f/\partial\overline{u}+\partial g/\partial u=0$ , , $C^{2}$
$F(u,\overline{?x})$ $f=\partial F/\partial u,$ $g=$ -\partial F/ . $\mathrm{C}P^{1}$-submodel
example2
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$\bullet$
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